ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY ACT 2004
ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY - MARKET)
REGULATIONS 2004
Wholesale Electricity Market Rules
IMO AMENDING RULES RC_2007_17 MADE ON 30 OCTOBER 2007
These Amending Rules commence at 08.00am on 1 November 2007
The following clauses are amended (deleted wording, new wording):

Clause 1.4.1
1.4.1.

In these Market Rules, unless the contrary intention appears:
(a)

(Glossary): a word or phrase listed in the Glossary in Chapter 11 has
the has the meaning given in the Glossary;

(b)

(day): a day means a calendar day;

(c)

[Blank] (business day): a business day means a day that is not a
Saturday, Sunday or a public holiday throughout Western Australia;

(d)

(singular and plural): the singular includes the plural and the plural
includes the singular;

(e)

(gender): a reference to a gender includes any gender;

(f)

(headings): headings (including those in brackets at the beginning of
paragraphs) are for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation
of these Market Rules;

(g)

(persons): a reference to a person includes an individual, a firm, a body
corporate, a partnership, a joint venture, an unincorporated body or
association, or any government agency;

(h)

(things): a reference to any thing (including any amount) is a reference
to the whole and each part of it;

(i)

(clauses etc): a reference to a clause, chapter, annexure or schedule is
a reference to a clause or chapter in or annexure or schedule to the
Market Rules;

(j)

(statutes etc): a reference to a statute, ordinance, code or other law
includes regulations and other instruments under it and consolidations,
amendments, re-enactments or replacements of any of them;

(k)

(variations): a reference to a document (including the Market Rules)
includes any variation or replacement of it;

(l)

(other parts of speech): other parts of speech and grammatical forms of
a word or phrase defined in the Glossary in chapter 11 have a
corresponding meaning;
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(m)

(appointments): where these Market Rules confer a power on a person
to make an appointment to a position, the person also has the power:
i.

to specify the period for which any person appointed in exercise
of the power (“appointee”) holds the position;

ii.

to remove or suspend an appointee and to reappoint or reinstate
an appointee; and

iii.

where an appointee is suspended or is unable, or expected to
become unable, for any other cause to perform the functions of
the position, to appoint a person to act temporarily in place of the
appointee during the period of suspension or other inability;

(n)

(amendments): if the IMO or System Management has the power to
make, prescribe, determine, compile, establish or develop a document,
instrument, matter or thing, then the IMO or System Management also
has the power to amend, replace or revoke the whole or part of that
document, instrument, matter or thing exercisable in like manner and
subject to like conditions (if any);

(o)

(functions): “function” includes function, power, duty, responsibility and
authority;

(p)

(include or including): the words “include” or “including” are not used
as, nor are they to be interpreted as, words of limitation, and, when
introducing an example, do not limit the meaning of the words to which
the example relates;

(q)

(Loss Factor adjusted): In these Market Rules, “Loss Factor adjusted”
in respect of a quantity of electricity means that the quantity must be
multiplied by any applicable Loss Factor; and

(r)

(Headings and comments): headings and comments appearing in
boxes in these Market Rules (other than the Refund Table in clause
4.26) are for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of
these Market Rules.

Chapter 11 Glossary
Business Day: A day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or a public holiday throughout
Western Australia. For the purpose of clauses 9.16.1(b), 9.16.2(e) and 9.16.4(d), a
Business Day is a day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or a public holiday (including a bank
holiday) throughout Western Australia and/or Sydney (New South Wales).
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